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Improve Conversions with  
Rich Product Information

When you’re trying to impact your goal of driving revenue and 

conversions for your brand’s products, there’s a lot that isn’t 

in your control. Your brand message and image are often at 

the mercy of the retailer. What’s worse is when you have great 

supporting product-related content—which took time and budget 

to create—but you can’t get it everywhere you’d like. You often 

need to deploy hundreds of marketing assets, often on short 

timelines, to retailers who have different media specifications for 

their product detail pages. 

Ultimately, you need to get rich product information in front of 

consumers as they search for related products online. When 

shoppers are exposed to your carefully crafted product messaging 

and detailed content, they can make more informed decisions. In 

fact—in most cases—product sales conversion rates are at least 

10% higher when manufacturer content is present on retailer 

product detail pages.

Content Publisher tackles 
your product marketing 
challenges head on. Its 
self-service platform 
allows you to easily 
communicate consistent 
brand and product 
messaging to consumers—
who crave rich content—
across multiple retailers at 
once while enabling you 
to optimize your many 
marketing assets. It gives 
you the power to manage 
product messaging with 
online retailers, so you can  
drive conversions. 

Gain Control of 
Your Product Story 
and Increase Reach 
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Maintain Consistent Product Messaging  
as you Maximize Reach

Consistency in marketing is key to establishing your brand and 

product story with consumers. Content Publisher lets you take 

charge of how online shoppers perceive your products by ensuring 

messaging uniformity across various retailers’ product detail 

pages. You’ll also no longer risk wasting marketing assets because 

you can repurpose them efficiently via the publishing platform.  

Publish Everywhere at Once

Save an unbelievable amount of time by only assembling 

your assets once within Content Publisher. In near-real time, it 

automatically deploys them to each product detail page in the 

retail network wherever your product SKUs are carried.

Boost Rich Media Exposure

The less the consumer has to do to see your product content, the 

better. Instead of hoping a shopper clicks on a pop-window or 

micro-site link, Content Publisher lets you place product-support 

assets as inline content on the retailer’s product detail page. This 

makes it easier for your messages to be seen.

Reach More Buyers  
with Our Unrivaled  
Retail Network

Through Content Publisher,  

you’ll have access to the 

largest network of brands 

and retailers available. 

We work with over 1,000 

manufacturers and over 

600 global retailers. Push 

your product content onto 

relevant retailer sites for 

even greater reach across 

many product categories. 

Keep messages consistent 
across retailers, channels  
and devices.
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Empowerment Through an  
Easy-To-Use Platform
Content Publisher is a tool designed for marketers. Your team 
can publish content to the retail network whenever it is ready. 
Don’t worry about relying on other resources to get the job 
done in time to meet critical deadlines.

While Content Publisher is built for ease of use, we provide 
training and instructional support to ensure your team is 
comfortable with leveraging it to execute campaigns quickly 
and simply. Our team of experts can also manage your  
product content publishing needs if you don’t have access  
to internal resources.

Choose from Flexible Format Options

• Feature Copy
• Product Tours
• 360 Views
• Video & Image Galleries

• Supporting Documents       
  (E.g., Data Sheets, User Guides)

• Comparison Charts
• Product Q&A

The ability to distribute a variety of marketing asset formats 
across sites is a critical need of marketers today. You need 
to meet various retailers’ differing media requirements 
while executing on your own product-marketing strategy by 
deploying the right product-specific assets that engage and 
influence shoppers to buy.

Content Publisher enables you to package your assets for 
inline pages, pop-up mini-sites, smartphone- and tablet-sites 
as well as Amazon A+ pages.

Efficiently publish a wide 
variety of marketing assets.
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Gain Online Retail Channel Insight for  
Product Marketing Success

Content Publisher provides you with unprecedented insight 
into how effective your marketing tactics are at driving online 
sales. Consumer behavior metrics—accessible in the reporting 
module—enable you to determine how changes made to product 
messaging impact your conversion and revenue goals over time. 
View performance data by retail site, product category and 
product SKU.

Discover How to Improve Performance 
Marketing teams can now operationally assess a wide variety  
of performance-based questions. The ability to measure  
shopper behaviors (e.g., page views, clickthroughs, video usage)  
directly in relation to your product content is critical to making 
informed decisions.

Use these insights to determine how to best pursue product 
placement with additional retail partners; drive product media 
production investments; understand holiday or seasonal 
campaign effectiveness at driving traffic; and build business cases 
for product placement strategies with current or new retailers.

Content Publisher 
Puts the Power of 
Marketing Back in 
Your Hands

In a retailer-owned 
environment, Content 
Publisher gives you 
control over your product 
messaging, helping you 
influence consumers 
and online sales. It 
broadens your product 
marketing reach with a 
marketer-friendly tool 
that lets you efficiently 
compile product-specific 
assets once and publish 
everywhere with a click. 
Using its actionable 
insights, you can improve 
marketing strategy and 
tactic effectiveness. 
Content Publisher lets 
you focus on telling the 
product story the right 
way: your way.

Webcollage is the leading cloud-based platform for managing and publishing rich product 
information. Webcollage provides brands with the tools they need to deliver consistent content—
from rich product detail to product selectors and Q&A and product ratings—to power online sales 
conversions and improve the customer experience.

View key data for product  
marketing performance.


